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Fundamental theories predict that reductions in thermal conductivity from point and extended defects can
arise due to phonon scattering with localized strain fields. To experimentally determine how these strain fields
impact phonon scattering mechanisms, we employ ion irradiation as a controlled means of introducing strain
and assorted defects into the lattice. In particular, we observe the reduction in thermal conductivity of intrinsic
natural silicon after self-irradiation with two different silicon isotopes, 28Si+ and 29Si+. Irradiating with an
isotope with a nearly identical atomic mass as the majority of the host lattice produces a damage profile lacking
mass-impurities, and allows us to assess the role of phonon scattering with local strain fields on the thermal
conductivity. Our results demonstrate that point defects will decrease the thermal conductivity more so than
spatially extended defect structures assuming the same volumetric defect concentrations due to the larger strain
per defect that arises in spatially separated point defects. With thermal conductivity models using density
functional theory, we show that for a given defect concentration, the type of defect (i.e., point vs extended)
plays a negligible role in reducing the thermal conductivity compared to the strain per defect in a given volume.

I. INTRODUCTION

Crystalline imperfections in an otherwise perfect lattice
generally create additional phonon scattering mechanisms that
directly impact the thermal conductivity of solids. Specific
phonon-defect scattering mechanisms and their impact on
thermal conductivity have been studied for decades, stemming
back to Klemens’ work on phonon scattering with static lattice
impurities.1 According to Fermi’s Golden Rule, interactions
with point or line defects will lead to a change in crystal mo-
mentum and phonon scattering rates proportional to Aω2Dω

or AωDω , respectively, where ω is the phonon angular fre-
quency, Dω is the phonon density of states at frequency ω , and
A is a proportionality constant related to the concentration,
mass and lattice strain associated with that defect.2 In general,
ample experimental works have studied and validated scatter-
ing theories regarding these phonon defect thermal resistances
at macro- and nano-scales.1–10 In materials with defects that
have well defined masses (e.g., the different masses in solid-
solutions) or geometries (e.g., nanoparticle composites), the
role of these masses and geometries on phonon scattering the-
ories and A, its proportionality constant, can be quantitatively
validated. However, deconvolving the role of strain in phonon
scattering without the influence of the mass perturbation from
the defect core to the lattice is a much bigger challenge. For
example, interstitial point defects with atomic masses differ-
ent than that of the host lattice will lead to phonon impurity
scattering driven by both the mass differences and local strain
around the interstitial.1,11–13 Experimental studies that quan-
tify and assess the impact of this local atomic-scale strain ef-
fect and the resulting phonon thermal conductivity would thus
greatly enhance our understanding of phonon defect interac-
tions.

Our goal in this work is to study of the role of local atomic

strain from defects on phonon scattering and the thermal con-
ductivity of crystals. We use ion irradiation to systematically
study how the thermal conductivity of silicon is impacted
from strain induced by point and spatially extended defects. In
general, ion irradiating solids leads to a decrease in their ther-
mal conductivities due to increased phonon scattering with
crystalline imperfections. Figure 1 displays a swath of vari-
ous data from the literature14–17 consisting of measured ther-
mal conductivities at room temperature of different crystals as
a function of dose of various ions. Ion implantation presents
a unique tool to study phonon-defect effects in solids, and
these thermal conductivity measurements presented in Fig. 1
demonstrate that varying irradiation conditions can drive the
relatively large changes in thermal conductivity. In this study,
we irradiate natural silicon with Si isotopes, 28Si+ and 29Si+.
The mass difference between the silicon host and the Si iso-
tope is negligible, leading to reductions in thermal conductiv-
ity driven by lattice disorder induced from strain fields. These
data are also shown in Fig.1 where Si implanted with 28Si+ is
represented as filled diamonds and 29Si+ as open diamonds.
We attribute the different thermal conductivities between the
28Si+ and 29Si+ sample sets to the strain fields resulting from
different densities of spatially extended and localized (i.e.,
point) defects from the irradiation conditions, as confirmed
with high-resolution X-ray diffraction (HRXRD) and high-
resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM). Our
results demonstrate that point defects will decrease the ther-
mal conductivity more so than spatially extended defect struc-
tures, assuming the same volumetric defect concentrations,
due to the larger strain per defect that arises in spatially sepa-
rated point defects. We implement thermal conductivity mod-
eling using density function theory (DFT) to show that, for a
given defect concentration, the type of the defect (i.e., point vs
line) plays a negligible role in reducing the thermal conductiv-
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FIG. 1. Room temperature thermal conductivity of materials irra-
diated with various beam energies and ion species. The filled and
unfilled orange diamond shapes are silicon irradiated with 28Si+ and
29Si+ ions, respectively, at 3.75 MeV (this work). The unfilled black
squares are the thermal conductivity of silicon irradiated with pro-
tons at a beam energy of 200 keV.15 The filled and unfilled green
pentagons are SiC and TiC samples, respectively, irradiated with Kr+

ions at 74 MeV.14 The filled and unfilled blue circles are GaN and
AlN/GaN superlattice samples, respectively, irradiated with Ar+ ions
at 2.3 MeV.17 The red triangles display the thermal conductivity of
UO2 irradiated with Ar+ with a beam energy of 2 MeV (measure-
ment taken at 328 K).16

ity compared to the strain per defect in a given volume. This
has direct implications to interpretations of reductions in ther-
mal conductivity observed in nanocomposites with nanoparti-
cles embedded in host materials,18–21 specifically addressing
the role of strain in manipulating the thermalconductivity of
materials. These results will significantly advance our under-
standing of phonon-scattering scattering in materials ranging
from nano- to bulk-scales.

II. SAMPLE FABRICATION

We implanted intrinsic (100) silicon wafers of thickness
400 µm from WRS Materials with silicon ions at Sandia Na-
tional Laboratories using the 6 MV Tandem Van de Graaff
Pelletron Accelerator. Wafers were cleaved into individual
samples approximately 1 cm2 in area. The first set of sam-
ples was irradiated using 28Si+ ions at doses of 6.24×1013,
6.24×1014, 6.24×1015, and 6.24×1016 cm−2 with a beam
energy of 3.75 MeV. The second set was irradiated using
29Si+ isotopes at doses of 6.24×1013, and 6.24×1014 cm−2

at the same beam energy. Higher doses of 29Si+ irradiation,
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FIG. 2. TRIM output of the damage profile of Si irradiated with
28Si+ ions at beam energy of 3.75 MeV. TRIM simulations were also
conducted for 29Si+ irradiated Si, yielding negligible differences in
peak DPA depth and end of range depth. In both cases, the end of
range is expected to occur around 2.5 µm from the sample surface.
The total number of induced target vacancies was estimated to be
6131 and 6311 vacancies per ion for 28Si+i and 29Si+, respectively.

namely 6.24×1015 and 6.24×1016 cm−2, offered significant
challenges during the irradiation process as 29Si+ is an un-
common natural isotope and, thus, higher dose samples were
unable to be fabricated. The beam was rastered across the
sample surfaces to ensure uniform ion implantation. Simula-
tions using SRIM software22 were used to predict the damage
profile within the samples, including two detailed calculations
with full damage cascades in TRIM. For the first, we desig-
nated the ion type as Si with a mass of 28 amu using a beam
energy of 3.75 MeV, and for the second, the ion mass was in-
creased to 29 amu (keeping all other parameters the same).
The two simulations estimated the total number of induced
target vacancies as 6131 and 6311 vacancies/ion, respectively.
The depth of highest defect concentration was predicted to
occur approximately 2.5 µm and the end of range at 3 µm
beneath the sample surface, as shown in Fig.2.

III. RESULTS

Following irradiation, samples were cleaned with alco-
hol (sonicated for five minutes in isopropanol, acetone, then
methanol) and subjected to a thirty-minute O2 plasma clean
to remove organic contaminants.23–25 The samples were then
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coated with an aluminum layer of 80 nm nominal thick-
ness via electron beam evaporation to facilitate thermal con-
ductivity measurements via time-domain thermoreflectance
(TDTR). In short, TDTR is a pump-probe technique that cor-
relates the thermoreflectivity at the surface of the sample to
surface temperature. Fine temporal resolution of thermal de-
cay is enabled through an ultrafast pulsed laser as the heat
source; we utilize a Ti:Sapphire laser with a repetition rate
of 80 MHz and central wavelength of 800 nm (bandwidth
of 10.5 nm). The thermal properties of the samples were
measured using TDTR by fitting the ratio of the in-phase to
out of phase lock-in signal to thermal model detailed in the
literature.26–29 In the thermal model, each layer of the sample
is assigned three parameters: volumetric heat capacity (C),
thermal conductivity (κ), and layer thickness (d). In between
layers, thermal boundary conductance or Kapitza conductance
(h), produces an additional unknown. In practice, analysis of
the TDTR data allows for extraction of two parameters with a
single measurement.15 We assume a literature value30 of 1.65
MJm−3K−1 for the volumetric heat capacity of intrinsic sili-
con at 300 K, verify the aluminum coating thickness through
profilometry, and treat the silicon substrate as a semi-infinite
medium, leaving thermal conductivity and thermal boundary
conductance at the Al-Si interface as the only unknowns. The
depth of ion implantation into the thickness of the samples
is dependent upon beam energy.15 Since both samples sets
were implanted at 3.75 MeV, all samples have the same dam-
age concentration profile, the magnitude of which is scaled
according to the corresponding dose. To a first approxima-
tion, the depth of thermal penetration of the modulated pump-
induced temperature gradient during a TDTR experiment is
estimated as31

δ =

√
κ

πC f
(1)

where f is the modulation frequency of the pump beam. We
caution that this expression for the thermal penetration depth
is a rough approximation, as interfacial resistances and ra-
dial diffusion can lead to substantial deviations of the actual
thermal penetration depth during TDTR.32,33 However, the in-
verse dependence of δ with f holds true for the frequencies in
this work; in other words, as we decrease the frequency, the
thermal wave penetrates deeper in to the sample and hence we
are able to resolve greater depths in the irradiated substrate.
We modulate the pump at frequencies between 1 and 10 MHz,
providing for a range of thermal penetration depths within the
radiation-damaged region of interest. Using a modulation fre-
quency of 10 MHz, in addition to a volumetric heat capacity
of 1.65 MJm−3K−1, to a first approximation, thermal penetra-
tion depths of the order of 1.6 and 0.9 µm can be estimated for
thermal conductivities of 140 and 40 Wm−1K−1, respectively,
according to Eq.1. The same calculation with a modulation
frequency of 1 MHz yields thermal penetration depths of 5.2
and 2.8 µm at κ= 140 and 40 Wm−1K−1, respectively.

Figure 3a plots the measured thermal conductivity of the Si
samples as a function of modulation frequency for each sam-
ple. The error bars are attributed to measurement repeatability
as well as deviation in thermal conductivity as a result of un-
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FIG. 3. The measured thermal conductivity of the irradiated Si as
a function of modulation frequency is displayed in subfigure a for
each irradiation dose. Samples implanted with 28Si+ ions are shown
in blue squares, whereas samples implanted with 29Si+ ions are rep-
resented with red circles. In subfigure b, the thermal conductivity
values are averaged over the modulation frequency range to provide
an average thermal conductivity for the damaged region of each sam-
ple and plotted as a function of dose. For comparison, the measured
thermal conductivity of an unirradiated Si sample cleaved from the
same wafer is also presented. First principles calculations of the ther-
mal conductivity of silicon are plotted over of the measured thermal
conductivity as a function of irradiation dose. The solid green line
displays the reduction of thermal conductivity attributed to defects
with an ω4 scattering rate proportionality. The black dashed line
shows the reduction attributed to defects with ω scattering rate pro-
portionality. On the upper x-axis, the ion concentration within the
damaged region has been estimated from the dose by dividing the
dose by the end of range (∼3 µm as calculated from TRIM), and
then dividing by the atomic density of silicon.

certainty in aluminum thickness. In general, it can be seen
that there is an overall increase in thermal conductivity with
increased pump modulation frequency. This is expected as
higher modulation frequencies yield shallower thermal pene-
tration depths where the degree of damage is lower, as pre-
dicted by TRIM.15 In general, it can be seen that there is over-
lap in the thermal conductivity uncertainty for a given sample
as a function of frequency. Therefore, we average the thermal
conductivities over the measured frequency range to find an
average, representative thermal conductivity of the radiation
damaged region. These averaged thermal conductivities are
shown as a function of irradiation dose in Fig. 3b. Both the
28Si+ and 29Si+ irradiated samples exhibit a reduction in ther-
mal conductivity with increased ion dose, typical of the trend
observed in irradiated solids (c.f., Fig. 1). In addition, there
is a much larger reduction in the thermal conductivity of the
29Si+ irradiated samples as compared to the 28Si+ irradiated
samples.
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IV. DISCUSSION

To understand the mechanisms driving these observed
changes in silicon thermal conductivity with dose and iso-
tope, it is instructive to consider the form of the phonon-
defect scattering rates typically assumed in phonon thermal
conductivity analyses. It is well known that the thermal con-
ductivity of phonons is directly related to the spectrally inte-
grated phonon scattering rate, which is related to all potential
phonon scattering mechanisms via Matthiessen’s rule, given
by τ−1

ω = τ
−1
Ph + τ

−1
Imp + τ

−1
De f , where τPh represents phonon-

phonon scattering processes (e.g., Umklapp and Normal scat-
tering), τImp represents intrinsic impurity scattering (e.g., de-
fects intrinsic to our wafers, such as natural isotopes), and
τDe f represents the additional scattering induced from the de-
fects produced from the implantation conditions. Longstand-
ing models for phonon-point defect scattering, originating
with Klemens, suggest that4,12

τ
−1
De f =

ω4δ 3Γi

4πv3
ω

≈ Γiω
2Dω (2)

where δ 3 is the atomic volume (δ is the average lattice
spacing)4 and Γi characterizes the scattering cross section of
the impurity, i, defined as

Γi = xi

[(
∆Mi

M

)2

+2
((

∆Gi

G

)
−2∗3.2γ

(
δi

δ

))2
]

(3)

which, for the purposes of our discussion in this work, we
simplify to

Γi = xi

[(
∆Mi

M

)2

+ c(∆SGi,δi)
2

]
(4)

The term outside the brackets, xi, is the impurity concen-
tration. Within the brackets, the first term in Eq. 4 relates
phonon scattering to the difference in impurity mass from the
host crystal. The second term in Eq. 4, c(∆SGi,δi)

2, is directly
related to the local strain per defect induced from the impurity
mass, and is a function of several local properties of the host
lattice and atoms around the defect site, including changes in
the local bond stiffness and lattice constant changes ( ∆Gi

G and
∆δi
δ

, repsectively) and the Gruneisen parameter, γ .1,4 Given
that there is a negligible difference between the mass of the
impurity and that of the host atoms in our Si samples, we can
safely neglect the ∆Mi

M term in Eq. 4 for both the 28Si+ and
29Si+ case, which implies that local strain fields around the
Si isotope are the primary source driving reduction in thermal
conductivity.

As the difference in mass between these isotopes cannot
explain the reduction in thermal conductivity when compar-
ing the samples irradiated with 28Si+ to those irradiated with
29Si+, we turn to HRXRD and HRTEM to gain insight to
the structural differences between these two samples sets.
HRXRD was first used to quantify changes in the crystallinity
of the silicon. Figure 4 plots the results of ω : 2θ scans of
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FIG. 4. HRXRD scans of the irradiated silicon samples in both (a)
ω : 2θ and (b) ω geometries. The bottom-most curve in each sub-
figure displays the control (unirradiated) sample. Corresponding to
both subfigures, the arrow labeled, 28Si+ points to the sample ir-
radiated with 28Si+ with a dose of 6.24×1013 cm−2, followed by
6.24×1014, 6.24×1015, and 6.24×1016cm−2, respectively. The ar-
row labeled, 29Si+ points to the sample irradiated with 29Si+ with a
dose of 6.24×1013 cm−2, and above that, 6.24×1014 cm−2.

Ion Dose (cm−2) FWHM (arcsec)
28Si+ 6.24×1013 11±1
28Si+ 6.24×1014 22±3
28Si+ 6.24×1015 24±2
28Si+ 6.24×1016 15±3
29Si+ 6.24×1013 15±3
29Si+ 6.24×1014 13±1

TABLE I. FWHM calculations from the HRXRD rocking curves of
Fig.4b

all samples in addition to the control (unirradiated) sample,
and focuses upon variations between the (400) planes. Scans
performed in the ω : 2θ geometry provide information on in-
terplanar spacing along the direction perpendicular to the sur-
face. As such, the formation of secondary peaks to the lower
angle of the main peak is indicative of an increase in the in-
terplanar spacing in this direction, which, in implanted sin-
gle crystals, is attributed to the presence of a strained layer.34

Rocking curves were also generated (Fig. 4b) in order to
quantify the level of crystallinity. Again, focus was placed
on the (400) peak. Defects, dislocations, and mosaicity all
lead to deviations compared to an unirradiated sample,34 in-
dicating an overall decrease in crystallinity. A simple means
of quantifying this decrease is through calculation of the full
width at half maximum (FWHM) of the rocking curve peaks
(tabulated in Table I).

In general, there is no systematic trend with increased dose,
or from irradiating with a heavier ion. Increases in FWHM are
seen in the 28Si+ series as the dose increases from 6.24×1013
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FIG. 5. RADS simulations plotted over top of experimental ω : 2θ

scans. Subfigure (a) shows silicon irradiated with 28Si+ to a dose of
6.24x1014 cm−2, and was found to have a maximum tensile strain of
150 ppm. Subfigure (b) shows silicon irradiated with 29Si+ with the
same dose and was found to have a strain of 280 ppm, and subfigure
(c) shows silicon irradiated with 28Si+ at the highest dose, and had a
maximum tensile strain of 700 ppm.

to 6.24×1015 cm−2, but the FWHM decreases for the high-
est dose,6.24×1016 cm−2. In addition, there is no significant
increase in FWHM between the 28Si+ and 29Si+ irradiated
samples when comparing doses of 6.24×1013 and 6.24×1014

cm−2. This lack of systematic increase in the FWHM of
the rocking curves, in contrast to an increase in peak width
in ω : 2θ , is suggestive of an increase in interplanar spac-
ing without an increase in mosaicity; this can be attributed
to an increase in strain. For quantification of strain values, dy-
namical diffraction simulations were applied (Bruker RADS
software35) to a number of the ω : 2θ curves, shown in Fig. 5.
Simulations were performed to model the peaks for the 28Si+

and 29Si+ samples irradiated with a dose of 6.24×1014cm−2,
as well as the 28Si+ sample irradiated with the highest dose,
6.24×1016cm−2. For all samples, RADS simulations indi-
cated that out-of-plane tensile strain existed within 3500 nm
from the surface, which was in agreement with the damage
profile calculated from TRIM (which predicted an end of
range of 3 µm for both isotopes). For the 28Si+ sample irra-
diated with a dose of 6.24×1014 cm−2, the maximum tensile
strains were calculated to be 150 ppm. For the 29Si+ sample
irradiated with the same dose, the maximum tensile strain was
found to be 280 ppm. For the highest dose 28Si+ irradiated
sample, the maximum tensile strain was found to be 700 ppm.
For further characterization of structural changes within the ir-
radiated samples, HRTEM was employed. Two samples were
selected for analysis: silicon irradiated with 28Si+ and 29Si+

with a dose of 6.24×1014 cm−2. Depths from 0.5 - 4 µm
were analyzed. A Fourier-transform and inverse Fourier trans-
form was performed on all TEM images with a filter added
during image processing in order to increase the contrast of
defects within the sample. The 28Si+ sample exhibited the

a
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f
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h

e

FIG. 6. HRTEM images of the irradiated silicon samples irradiated
with a dose of 6.24×1014cm−2. Subfigure (a) displays an unfiltered
image of 28Si+ irradiated Si, centered at a depth of 1.01 µm. Sub-
figure (b) is the same image, filtered. Subfigures (c) and (d) display
filtered images of 28Si+ irradiated Si, centered at depths of 2.45 and
4 µm, respectively. Subfigure (e) displays the (200)/(200) points that
were selected for imaging. Subfigures (f)-(h) (29Si+ irradiated Si)
display images centered at depths of 0.89, 2.35, and 4.02 µm, re-
spectively.

presence of extended defects from a depth of about 1 µm to
4 µm , whereas the 29Si+ irradiated sample only showed de-
fects at a depth of approximately 2.35 µm from the silicon
surface, which closely corresponds to the projected range of
the implant (in agreement with the DPA profile obtained from
TRIM).

For the 28Si+ irradiated samples, there was a factor of five
increase in in maximum tensile strain between samples sub-
jected to a dose of 6.24×1014 and 6.24×1016 cm−2, a lower
ratio than what is to be expected, as linear increases of strain
with dose have been previously observed.34 It is known that
implant-induced strain is reduced during annealing; the point
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defects that are initially present in the un-annealed material
can, upon annealing, coalesce into extended defects including
dislocations, stacking faults and twins.34,36 As 28Si is approxi-
mately 20 times more abundant than 29Si, the rate of implanta-
tion, and therefore the temperature of the samples during im-
plantation, could correspond. With faster implantation rates,
higher temperatures can be expected and therefore defect clus-
tering, dislocations, etc., would occur.37,38 With a lower im-
plantation temperature, the opposite would be expected: more
point-defect sources. These concepts are supported in both
the HRXRD and TEM analyses. While it is beyond the scope
of this current work to identify why the different strain fields
are generated during ion irradiation with different ion species,
our HRTEM analysis demonstrates that the 28Si+ sample dis-
plays a higher degree of extended defects, whereas the 29Si+

irradiated sample contains more spatially localized defects,
consistent with 29Si+ irradiation generating a higher ratio of
point defects and 28Si+ irradiation tending towards spatially
extended defects, such as defect clustering, dislocations, etc.

To gain further insight into the influence of strain within the
samples, we model the thermal conductivity of silicon from a
first-principles approach, described previously.39 Calculations
were performed for thermal conductivity as a function of A,
the proportionality constant, as used in the phonon scattering
rate, Aω2Dω and AωDω .2 In the case of point defect strain
scattering (Aω2Dω), it can be seen that A is equivalent to Γi,
the scattering cross section from the defect scattering rate in
Eq. 3, which encompasses information about the local strain
induced from the impurity. Therefore, A = Γi = xic(∆SGi,δi)

2.
The impurity concentration, xi, is a product of the dose as
well as ion penetration depth and atomic density (as described
in the caption of Fig.3), which are constants, and therefore
grouped into the constant coefficient term, c. Eq.4 can then be
recast as, A= Γi = (DOSE)c′(∆SGi,δi)

2 , where c′ is c with the
aforementioned constants absorbed. With this, it is clear that
the scaling term that relates the domain of the model, A, to that
of the experimental data, (DOSE), is c′−1(∆SGi,δi)

−2. In the
case of line defects, A is also related to the scattering strength,
although the analytical form of this line defect coefficient is
not as readily quantifiable as it is for point defects. The results
of these calculations are shown along with our data in Fig.
3b. It is readily apparent that the model is incapable of repre-
senting the thermal conductivity for either the 28Si+ or 29Si+

irradiated samples across the full dose range. In Fig.7 we
quantify the value of the scaling factor that would be needed
to set the thermal conductivity found through first principles
modeling equal to the experimentally measured thermal value
for each dose and ion. Because A is proportional to defect-
induced strain, and since it must be scaled differently for each
sample and dose, the strain must be adjusted for every sam-
ple and dose. This suggests that unique defect structures are
created for each radiation condition; or in other words, an in-
creasing dose changes the strain fields around the defects. It
is also noteworthy that the differences in the predictions of
the models assuming either point or line defect scattering are
negligible compared to the differences between the measured
thermal conductivities of the 28Si+ and 29Si+ irradiated sam-
ples. This suggests that the type of defect (i.e., point vs line)
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FIG. 7. Calculated scaling coefficients, c′−1(∆SGi,δi
)−2, for each

dose value such that the thermal conductivity calculated from first
principles model is set equal the measured values. The blue rectan-
gles display data for the28Si+ irradiated samples, whereas the solid
red circles display the same information for the 29Si+ irradiated sam-
ples.

plays a negligible role in reducing the thermal conductivity
compared to the spatial extent of the strain field associated
with that defect. From Fig.7, it can be seen that for increas-
ing dose values, the value of the scaling term increases. As
the scaling term is inversely proportional to ∆SGi,δi , this sug-
gests that the local strain per defect decreases as the dose in-
creases. While this result may not be immediately intuitive,
we note that the scattering cross-section formulation of Eq.
4 considers localized strain per defect1,4 rather than global
strain. As previously mentioned, ∆SGi,δi is representative of
the strain per defect, so even though there will be more over-
all global strain as the dose increases, our analysis suggests
that the change in strain per defect will decrease with dose.
HRXRD supports this finding, as it was shown that a two or-
der of magnitude increase in dose only leads to only a factor
of ∼4.6 increase in strain. In other words, although global
strain increase as more ions are implanted into the lattice, the
localized strain field per ion decreases, which can explained
by the formation of extended defects, such as dislocations or
vacancy clustering, dislocations, stacking faults, etc.,37,40–42

in agreement with the HRXRD and HRTEM findings.

V. SUMMARY

In summary, we report on the thermal conductivity of sili-
con substrates irradiated with two different isotopes of silicon,
28Si+ and 29Si+, measured via TDTR. The negligible mass
difference between the implanted ion and the average mass of
the substrate allows us to isolate the role of phonon-strain field
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scattering on the thermal conductivity. The type of isotope re-
sults in different spatial extents of the strain fields, consistent
with point defects in the 29Si+ irradiated samples and more
extended defects in the 28Si+ irradiated samples. Our results
demonstrate that point defects will decrease the thermal con-
ductivity more so than spatially extended defect structures as-
suming the same volumetric defect concentrations due to the
larger strain per defect that arises in spatially separated point
defects.
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